
Abstract 

Performing search and surveillance missions in hostile, inaccessible and unknown 1 egions 

is a difficult task For these operations the scope of using unmanned aer~al vehicles/robots 

(referred to as agents) has increased considerably over the years These agents c m  per- 

form the task autonomously and efficiently without any loss of  life Use of  multiple agents 

for such tasks 1s an appealrng notion as these can perform search faster while coverrng 

larger regions Moreover, they are robust to s~ngle point fml ures Thus, dec~sion-making 

algonthms need to  be designed to perform the search operation autonomous2y and co- 

operatively 144th increase in number of agents, the decision-making and coordination 

complex~ty will also increase Also, these agents are subject to practical constraints like 

llmlted communication range, restricted fuel capab~lity, low sensor range, and hmited 

payload Hence, there is a necessity to develop search algorithms for mu1 tiple agents 

that can address these issues and can scale up to large number of agents In this thesis, 

we develop and evaluate search strategles for multiple agents performing a search opera- 

tion that address some of the above mentioned issues The search strategles we develop 

axe based on concepts from graph theory, game theory, negotlatzon, and self-assessment 

The basic model for the search space cons~dered is a d;lscretlzatlon of the search space 

and search tlme, where the search reglon is represented as a collection of  hexagonal 

cells through which the agents pass The a prior1 knowledge about the search space is 

represented as an uncertmnty map The objective o f  the agents is to determine their 

own search routes so as to maxlmize uncertanty reduction . .-- 



First, a graph theoretlcd model of the uncertainty map JS developed, where the 

center of  the cells are considered as nodes and the arcs connecting the nodes as edges. 

The uncertanty values of the edges axe assumed to be statlc for the sortle The k- 

shortest path algonthrn 1s used to find a search route that maximizes the effectlveness 

o f  the search m terms of searching through the maxlmum uncertmnty regJon, gwen a 

constraint on the endurance tlme of the agent and on the locatlon of the base statlon from 

whlch the agent operates These constra~nts set apart this class of problems from the 

usual search and surve~llance problems 1n the search bterature The performance of  thls 

algorithm is compared w ~ t h  a random search and a greedy strategy search scheme The 

search operatJon may be subject to delays m updatlng the uncertmnty map, hence the 

cases of delayed and partld lnformatlon are ako cons~dered An onlrne lmplemen tatlon 

of the strategy based on dynamic route plannlng 1s also discussed Slmulatlon results 

that demonstrate the efficacy of the techn~que w ~ t h  d~fferent lnformatlon structures are 

presented 

The graph theoretlcd model assumes that the uncertmnty map 1s stat~c duflng a 

sortie, wh~ch 1s not true for a real tlme search Because of t h ~ s  reason, the k-shortest 

path based search algorithm cannot be used for multiple searchers emanating from the 

same base statlon To take ~ n t o  account the dynamlcs of the uncertmnty map, real tlme 

search strateges based on game theoretlcd notlons were developed next The search 

effectlveness functions axe computed using the q step look ahead pol~cy A generahzed 

N-person game model IS formulated for N agents The performance of  the game the- 

oretlcd search strateg~es, namely, noncooperative Nash, coallt~onal Nash, cooperat~ve, 

and secunty strategy was compared with that of the greedy strategy A 2-person game 

model was also presented as a special case Although game theoretical strateges pro- 

v ~ d e  optunal solutions in thelr restricted framework, they requlre large computatlonal 

overheads Hence, some heuristic rules were devlsed to reduce the computatlonal burden 

on the agents The effect of these heurlstlcs and the comparison of  d~fferent game the- 

oretical search strategies IS studled using srmulatlons on a large search space A route 

planning algorithm for mu1 tlple agents performng the search with kml ted endurance 



time constraints is also developed 

Although the heuristics for game theoretical search strategies reduces the computa- 

tional burden but still the strategy is difficult to implement where large number of agents 

are present Hence, a model, based on a negotiation based scheme used in economics, 

IS developed that can be used for large scale search missions However, unlike the game 

theoretical strate~es, the negotiatron based schemes require some hmited information 

exchange and communication between agents In negotiation schemes, ail the practical 

hmi tations are considered, such as hmi ted communication within a neighborhood, and 

limited sensor range In thrs scheme, the agents broadcast their proposals to their neigh- 

bours and receise "accept" and "reject" decision from them Based on these iecerved 

deasions an agent performs its next action The negotiation model developed is shown 

to accommodate different negotiation schemes and different information structures hke 

complete information and partial information (one step information sharing, route in- 

formation sharmg, etc)  Simulations are camed out for various negotiation schemes 

wlth different dormation sharing schemes on large search spaces with large number of 

agents to demonstrate the scalabihty of negotiation scheme to multiple agent red time 

search However, fast decision-making is realized with somewhat sub-optimal decisions 

A software agent architecture is proposed for unpIementmg the negotiation schemes 

The implementation of the negotiation scheme involves some amount of communica- 

tion between agents To reduce the communication requirement further, a self assessment 

scheme was proposed In thls scheme, each agent broadcasts its intention to its neigh- 

bours, and, based on this information, an agent rndependently takes a decision The basic 

self assessment scheme also accommodates different versions of self assessment schemes, 

with diflerent dormation structures as in the negotiation scheme Simulation results 

are presented to demonstrate that the scheme performs well even with reduced commu- 

nication overheads Finally, a software agent architecture is developed for implementrng 

the self assessment schemes 

The search strategies developed m this them contnbute to the growing research in 



the field of mult~ple agent cooperative search problems The thesrs concludes with a 

d~scussron on some future drections of research in the area of multlple agent cooperative 

search problems 


